
MOCK EXAM 
INFORMATION
for PUPILS
MFL French



LISTENING SPEAKING READING WRITING

How long is 
the exam?

Mocks and
Summer 2020 
GCSE Exam:

Foundation: (30 
mins + 5 reading 
time)

Higher: (40 mins + 
5 reading time)

Mocks and Summer 
2020 GCSE Exam:

Done with usual 
teacher in an allocated 
room. (30 mins to 
include 12 mins
preparation time)

SPEAKING EXAMS ARE 
RECORDED FOR 
MARKING AND 
MODERATION PURPOSES.

Mocks and Summer 
2020 GCSE Exam:

Foundation: (45 
mins)

Higher: ( 1 hour)

Mocks and Summer 2020 
GCSE Exam:

Foundation: (1 hour 10 
mins)

Higher: (1 hour 20 mins))

What do I 
need to 
revise?

Vocabulary Lists 
from Modules 1-6

Grammar Notes 
on Tenses and 
Structures

Vocabulary Lists from 
Modules 1-6

Grammar Notes on 
Tenses and Structures

Prepared Answers to 
General Conversation 
Questions Modules 1-6 
(typed)

Vocabulary Lists 
from Modules 1-6

Grammar Notes on 
Tenses and 
Structures

Vocabulary Lists from 
Modules 1-6

Grammar Notes on 
Tenses and Structures

Prepared Answers to 
General Conversation 
Questions Modules 1-6 
(typed)

Where can I 
find it?

Grammar Book

Exercise Book

Purple Revision 
Guide and 
Workbook 
(available for 
purchase through 
Parent Pay since 
Yr10)

Grammar Book

Exercise Book

Purple Revision Guide 
and Workbook 
(available for purchase 
through Parent Pay 
since Yr10)

Prepared Answers to 
General Conversation 
Questions Modules 1-6 
(typed)

Grammar Book

Exercise Book

Purple Revision 
Guide and 
Workbook 
(available for 
purchase through 
Parent Pay since 
Yr10)

Grammar Book

Exercise Book

Purple Revision Guide 
and Workbook (available 
for purchase through 
Parent Pay since Yr10)

Prepared Answers to 
General Conversation 
Questions Modules 1-6 
(typed)

GENERAL INFORMATION



GENERAL INFORMATION (top tips)
LISTENING You will have multiple choice questions and questions which will require you to write a response in English.

1) You will have 5 mins reading time before the first question starts. Use this time to read the questions carefully and underline any 
key points to ensure you answer it correctly. Each question has a title and a setting - read them to give you clues..
2) Look at the number of marks for each question and ensure you have the matching number of answers.
3) Listen carefully to the examples to ensure you understand how to answer each question.
4) Be careful to look out for negatives, time phrases, tenses and other distractors.
5) Use the time between the questions to continue to check your answers and read ahead.
6) Narrow down your options as far as you can and then make a calculated guess if necessary. DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS!
7) Ensure that the answer matches the format requested e.g. if it asks for a letter don’t write a number!
8) Use your reading time wisely: - identify the pictures, translate any words into English, write down words you predict you will hear.
9) Use your knowledge of social/cultural context: -think about what you know about target language speaking countries and society 
in general to predict answers.
10) Use your common sense: cognates, near cognates and context - but watch out for false friends!

SPEAKING You will have 12 minutes to prepare  the role play and picture task. You will make notes on one side of A4 but 
you must not read from them during the recorded exam. The examiner is your class teacher.

Role Play:
1) Read the question carefully - which role you are playing, the register (formal/informal) setting and the title to give you context.
2) Keep your answers brief - no need to overcomplicate them - you are only marked for communication.
3) Where you see – ? – you must ask a question.
4) Where you see – ! – you must respond to something you have not prepared.
Picture Task:
1) Each task has a title and a setting - read them to give you clues for expected questions.
2) Bullet point 1 – straightforward description of the picture: what/who can you see? what is happening? where is it? when -
summer/winter? opinion on photo?
3) Bullet point 2 - opinion on topic area.
4) Bullet point 3 - usually requires an answer in the past tense.
5) Bullet point 4 - usually requires an answer in the future tense.
6) Bullet point 5: Foundation only: more general opinion on topic area. Higher only: this is an unprepared opinion question. 
7) Your answers to these questions must be in more detail than the role play and include more complex language and grammar.
General Conversation:  answers prepared during Years 9-11.
1) You will answer questions on two modules we have covered: one you will choose and the other will be chosen by the teacher.
Before you answer questions on your chosen topic, you will produce a presentation of up to one minute on an aspect of this topic.
2) You will be asked some of the questions you will have prepared, but you also will be asked unprepared questions in various tenses. 
3) Your answers to these questions must be in more detail than the role play and picture-based task and include more complex 
language and grammar structures. 

READING You will have multiple choice questions and questions which will require you to write a response in English. 
You will also have a translation from target language into English.

1) Read the questions carefully and underline any key points to ensure you answer it correctly. Each question has a title and a setting 
- read them to give you clues.
2) Look at the number of points for each answer and ensure you have an answer for each point. 
3) Read the text through first to get the gist and to help you know where to look for the answers ( these are not always in order)
4) Be careful to look out for negatives, time phrases, tenses and distractors.
5) Narrow down your options as far as you can and then make a calculated guess if necessary.
6) Ensure that the answer matches the format/language requested.
7) If you have time left at the end, proofread, check  your answers and go back to any questions you found difficult. 
DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS! 

WRITING Foundation Tier: You will have 3 pieces of independent writing and one translation into the target language. . 
Higher Tier: You will have 2 pieces of independent writing and one translation into the target language.

Foundation Tier:
1) Each question has a title and a setting - read it carefully to know what to write about.
2) All titles, instructions and bullet points are written in the target language. You must cover all bullet points for each question. 
3) You should have enough time to prepare a draft and final version of each question. Use the formula: Plan, Produce, Proofread.
Question 1 - Picture-based Task (20-30 words) in target language. Description + Opinion.
Question 2 - Formal Writing task (40-50 words). Use formal register and use 2 basic tenses, one of which is the present tense.
Question 3 - Informal Writing Task (80-90 words). Answer EITHER question 3a) or 3b). This question will include past, present, future.
Question 4: Sentences to translate into target language. Accuracy + Tenses

Higher Tier:
1) Each question has a title and a setting - read it carefully to know what to write about.
2) All titles, instructions and bullet points are written in the target language.  You must cover all bullet points for each question. 
3) You should have enough time to prepare a draft and final version of each question. Use the formula: Plan, Produce, Proofread.
Question 1 - Informal Writing Task (80-90 words). Answer EITHER question 1a) or 1b). This question will include past, present, future.
Question 2 - Formal Writing Task (130-150 words). Answer EITHER question 2a) or 2b). This question will include past, present, future 
and will require you to use formal register.
Question 3 - Paragraph to translate into target language. Accuracy + tenses.



Revision questions
Use the following to help practise for your mock exams in this subject. Revise 
and learn the following (answers are provided to help you!)

MFL French revision questions

Revision Answers
MFL French revision answers

REVISION TIMETABLE:
You can find your revision timetable here: 
https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-
information/

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vh-KE4HqYa2M8HPLUyryGz4-B1Dj8Ohb/view?safe=vss
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vh-KE4HqYa2M8HPLUyryGz4-B1Dj8Ohb/view?safe=vss
https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-information/
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